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Background
I am researching how non-governmental organizations (NGOs) utilize 
social media and social networking sites (SM/SNS) in their efforts to 
organize, inform, and serve the communities they operate in as well as how 
they use these technologies to communicate and disseminate information. 
This study will gather data on persons posting on behalf of NGOs and 
examine SM/SNS data with the goal of developing a framework for both 
future research and contextual application of SM/SNS as a mediating 
artifact by NGOs. 

Many previous studies have addressed similar issues, but those studies are 
limited in context (e.g. one large software manufacturer) and they typically 
use only one type of research method. Another major issue in the study 
of productivity and SM/SNS is the lack of a robust body of “empirically 
based theoretical knowledge” [3] and a theoretical framework in which to 
locate research on users of SM/SNS. Researchers of technology-mediated 
social participation (TMSP) lament the lack of broadly applicable theories 
of human behavior on SM/SNS [14], and have pushed for the development 
and application of new theories that transcend contextual approaches 
[13]. Though a comprehensive theory is likely unattainable, research 
with generalizable results could positively impact our understanding and 
application of SM/SNS to address real world problems such as climate 
change and disaster relief by providing a framework for the contextual 
application of SM/SNS technology.

I will address this issue by aggregating a large data set and employing 
mixed methods to improve the generalizability of my findings and present a 
replicable framework for future studies of organizational use of SM/SNS.

Framework
As part of my contribution to studies in this area, I have developed a three-
part framework for locating studies based on the methods that authors 
employ.

User-centered studies

•	Employ qualitative research methods to describe users’ attitudes and 
perceived behaviors

•	Are inductive in that they directly relate varied user feedback obtained 
through qualitative methods to specific activity on an SNS

•	Examples: [1, 9, 11, 17, 18]

Data-centered studies

•	Deduce user perceptions and preferences from large amounts of data. 
Advances in automated data collection (e.g. from Twitter) make obtaining 
large samples of SM/SNS data much easier

•	Originally common among large computing companies (e.g. HP, IBM) 
who built their own SM/SNS application and had access to usage data and 
a large pool of consenting users, but now open to many researchers

•	Examples: [4, 6, 7, 8, 12]

Theory-centered studies

•	Construct theoretical frameworks and models for describing user 
behavior in SM/SNS

•	Review the history of SM/SNS, aggregate user- and data-centered case 
studies, and incorporate social science theory (e.g. social capital theory, 
social cognitive theory, etc.) into explanations of user behavior

•	Examples: [2, 3, 5, 13, 15]

Tools/methods
There are several tools/methods that can be applied to answer questions in 
user- and data-centered studies. Below are some examples (I plan to use 
some of these in my dissertation).

User-centered

•	  Interview

•	  Survey

•	  Focus group

•	  Journaling

•	  Ethnography

Data-centered

•	  Text classifiers

•	  Social network analysis

•	  Natural language processing

•	  Server log analysis

•	  Screen capture/tracking software

The below table demonstrates how the methods I am using in my 
dissertation map onto the framework that I am proposing:

Future: dissertation
It is well known that non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have a large 
social media presence. My research agenda is to aggregate a large set of 
social media data from Chicago metropolitan area NGOs and study how 
they use this technology in their efforts to organize, inform, and serve the 
communities they operate in as well as how they use these technologies to 
communicate and disseminate information. 

Through the lens of activity theory, I plan to investigate how NGOs use 
SM/SNS as a “mediating artifact” [16, 10] to achieve their organization-
level goals. In future research, I plan to conduct an ethnographic case 
study to increase the robustness of my findings.

My goal with this research is to develop a picture of how organizations 
leverage SM/SNS for productive ends. My contribution to studies of user 
behavior on SM/SNS will be the development of a model of user behavior 
that takes into account previous research and helps illuminate context-
specific observations, and a framework that locates and guides future 
research in this area.

questions/feedback
•	Have you ever encountered a similar research-organizing framework in 

another field?

•	 I need to find a better word than “productive” for how organizations use 
SM/SNS as a technology that helps them further their goals.

•	 I need to select one subsector of Chicago NGOs for analysis and I have it 
narrowed down to political organizations and healthcare organizations. 
Which area do you think gets the most attention or which area will 
benefit the most from data of this type?

•	 I need to find a way to link user motivation to linguistic features in the 
SM/SNS data that I collect. Do you have any suggestions of past studies or 
authors who are doing this type of work?

•	 I need to describe the way in which I am analyzing individual persons 
(the people doing the posting) and the organizations they work for (the 
people who determine the mission/content). Any suggestions?

Contact me
For more on who I am and what I do, as well as to view a .pdf of this poster, 
please feel free to contact me:

aroback@hawk.iit.edu

andrewroback.com

@andrew0writer
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